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In general, functional programs are assumed to be non-ambiguous. A simple way to han-
dle ambiguous deflnitions is to replace them by non-ambiguous ones containing comple-
ment problems, which in turn have to be transformed into explicit expressions. Finding
an explicit formulation for a complement problem is the same as eliminating negation
from the corresponding equational formula. This problem was already shown decidable
for complement problems interpreted in T (F), and in T (F)==E when E is a permutative
theory of Mal’cev. Here, we show that negation elimination is also decidable for linear
complement problems interpreted in T (F)==AC , where AC is a set of associative and
commutative axioms. We present a system of rules that transforms any linear comple-
ment problem into simple formulae, and we give a decision test for simple formulae which
serves as a basis for the development of a negation elimination algorithm. In the case of
non-linear AC-complement problems even satisflability is an open problem, but we will
show, using the previous results, that satisflability is decidable for a particular class of
non-linear problems: when variables do not occur directly below AC-function symbols.
Finally, we generalize the negation elimination results to a wider class of equational
formulae modulo AC.
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1. Introduction
In general, a functional program is assumed to be a set of left-linear and non-ambiguous
deflnitions. Ambiguity causes problems not only for the deflnition of e–cient evalua-
tors (for instance, the decision algorithms for strong sequentiality apply only to non-
ambiguous programs) but also for deciding other properties of programs, such as con-
°uence. An easy way to handle this problem is to replace redundant deflnitions with
non-ambiguous deflnitions containing complement problems. For example, if l1 ! r1 and
l2 ! r2 are ambiguous rules in a functional program, i.e. there are instances of l2 that
are also instances of l1, we can replace the second rule by ([[l2]]¡ [[l1]])! r2, which is no
longer ambiguous since the complement problem [[l2]]¡ [[l1]] represents the set of ground
instances of l2 that are not instances of l1.
Complement problems arise also in other domains in computer science. In the process
y Part of this work was done while the author was at LRI, Universit¶e de Paris Sud.
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of inductive learning (i.e. the process of learning from facts provided by the environ-
ment) generalization and term complement are key operations: given a set of terms (or
examples) there exists a unique (up to variable renaming) term that represents their
most speciflc generalization; however, usually one needs to restrict this generalization by
using counter-examples, which give rise to complement problems. For example, the most
speciflc generalization of the terms 0+1, 0+2, 1+2 is x+y where x and y are variables,
but a better generalization is the complement [[x + y]] ¡ [[z + z]], which represents the
set of ground instances of x + y such that x 6= y, or, in other words, the set of ground
instances of x+ y which are not instances of z + z.
Other areas where complement problems have important applications are: algebraic
speciflcations [the problem of su–cient completeness is nothing but solving a comple-
ment problem (Comon, 1988; Thiel, 1984)], logic programming [in particular for the im-
plementation of constructive negation (Lassez et al., 1991)] and constraint programming
[to represent solutions of systems of equations and disequations (Lassez and Marriott,
1987)]. Lassez and Marriott (1987) presented the flrst comprehensive study of comple-
ment problems, and showed that it is easy to decide whether a complement problem
has solutions or not. See Lassez et al. (1991) for a survey of applications of complement
problems.
Actually, as remarked by Comon (1988), the computation of term complement is a
particular case of solving equational formulae. An equational formula is a flrst order
formula constructed over a flnite alphabet F of function symbols and only one relational
symbol: equality. The complement problem [[t]]¡ [[t1; : : : ; tn]], which represents the set of
ground instances of t that are not instances of t1; : : : ; tn, is equivalent to the equational
formula
8~y : t 6= t1 ^ : : : ^ t 6= tn
(where ~y are the variables appearing in t1; : : : ; tn) interpreted in the ground term algebra
T (F). Comon (1988) presented an algorithm for deciding whether an equational formula
has solutions in T (F), which solves, in particular, complement problems. The disuni-
flcation algorithm of Buntine and Bu˜rckert (1994), which solves systems of equations
and disequations in the algebra T (F ;X ) of terms with variables, cannot be applied here
since by deflnition complement problems deal with ground instances of terms, i.e. have
to be solved in T (F). Note that the behaviour of these two algebras is very difierent:
for instance, when E-uniflcation is decidable and flnitary, E-disuniflcation is decidable
in the quotient of T (F ;X ) modulo E (Buntine and Bu˜rckert, 1994) whereas it is not
decidable in the quotient of T (F) modulo E (Fernandez, 1992). Actually, the algorithm
of Buntine and Bu˜rckert can be used in any algebra for which a consistency test exists
but they gave such a test only for T (F ;X ) or its quotients; testing consistency in T (F)
is equivalent to solving complement problems.
Complement problems serve, in general, as a means of representing knowledge, but this
way of expressing knowledge has an important drawback: it is not explicit. The transfor-
mation of a complement problem into an equivalent explicit representation, that is, an
equivalent flnite disjunction of terms, is a very interesting problem. In particular, with
this technique ambiguity can be eliminated from functional programs, or from rewrite
systems in general. Other applications are described in Lassez et al. (1991). Finding a
flnite explicit representation for a complement problem is the same as eliminating nega-
tion from the corresponding equational formula. As Lassez and Marriott (1987) showed,
this problem is also decidable in T (F): the complement problem 8~y : t 6= t1 ^ : : :^ t 6= tn
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is equivalent to a formula without negation if and only if for 1 • i • n, the most general
unifler of t and ti is linear in the variables of t. Hence, there is a simple su–cient and
necessary condition for deciding negation elimination when complement problems are
interpreted in T (F).
However, as pointed out by Kounalis (1990), Kounalis et al. (1991), and Lugiez and
Moysset (1993), in most applications of complement problems the involved function sym-
bols are not free. There exists, in general, some \background knowledge" that provides
information about the properties of the operators, e.g. we have to consider axioms that
express the semantics of the operators, and we have to interpret complement problems in
the quotient of T (F) by the equational theory E deflned by these axioms (the quotient
will be denoted by T (F)==E ).
In Comon and Fern¶andez (1992) we showed that when E is a permutative theory of
Mal’cev (1971), negation elimination is decidable for complement problems interpreted in
T (F)==E . Permutative theories of Mal’cev include and generalize commutative theories,
but do not include the important case of theories with associative and commutative
axioms (AC). AC operators appear very often in applications (notorious examples are
the logical connectives ^, _, and many algebraic functions), and this motivated the study
of satisflability of AC complement problems (i.e. complement problems interpreted in
T (F)==AC ) in Kounalis et al. (1991) and Lugiez and Moysset (1993). Here we continue
that line of research, studying negation elimination in AC complement problems, and
as a flrst step towards that, we also develop an algorithm for solving AC complement
problems. Our results provide a partial answer to the open questions of Buntine and
Bu˜rckert (1994) about testing \ground consistency" and representing solutions of E-
disuniflcation problems by substitutions only, in the AC-case.
The necessary and su–cient condition of Lassez and Marriott for negation elimination
in T (F) that we mentioned above, generalizes easily to T (F)==E when E is a permutative
theory of Mal’cev (by taking E-uniflers instead of syntactical uniflers), but in the case of
T (F)==AC the condition is no longer su–cient. For example, if + is AC, a is a constant
and f is a free unary function symbol, negation cannot be eliminated from 8y : x 6= y+a
although the most general unifler of the terms is linear.
In this paper we show that negation elimination is decidable for linear complement
problems interpreted in T (F)==AC . A complement problem [[t]] ¡ [[t1; : : : ; tn]] is linear if
t1; : : : ; tn do not contain multiple occurrences of the same variable. This is an interesting
class of problems, since in particular the problems one has to solve in order to eliminate
the ambiguity of functional programs are linear.
For non-linear problems the decidability of negation elimination is still an open ques-
tion, and even the decidability of satisflability is open. We will use our results about
negation elimination to develop a decision algorithm for testing the satisflability of a
restricted class of non-linear complement problems: the class of problems where variables
do not occur directly below AC-function symbols.
As a flrst step towards the deflnition of a decision algorithm for negation elimination,
we develop an algorithm for solving linear AC-complement problems. Two difierent al-
gorithms have already been proposed for solving this class of formulae. Kounalis et al.
(1991) presented an algorithm based on test sets, the idea is that in order to decide
whether a complement problem has solutions it is enough to test some particular terms
(a flnite set). The other algorithm, presented by Lugiez and Moysset (1993), is based on a
completely difierent concept. The authors show flrst that the set of ground AC-instances
of a linear term t is a regular tree language (this is done by constructing a bottom-up
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tree automaton which recognizes the set of ground AC-instances of t). Then they show
that there is a tree automaton that recognizes the solutions of the complement prob-
lem, and therefore it is su–cient to decide the emptiness of this language to decide the
satisflability of the problem.
Our algorithm is related to the flrst one, but the approach is difierent: it is inspired
by the ideas presented by Comon (1988) and Comon and Fern¶andez (1992), where al-
gorithms for solving complement problems in T (F) are expressed by means of transfor-
mation rules. As a flrst step towards solving AC complement problems (and eliminating
negation), we give a set of transformation rules over equational formulae, which reduces
any complement problem to a flnite disjunction of 8-simple formulae. These equational
formulae correspond to the constrained uniflers of Buntine and Bu˜rckert (1994). Then,
we show how to test whether a 8-simple formula has solutions. The decision algorithm
for 8-simple formulae is based on test sets, as the algorithm presented by Kounalis et
al. (1991) but instead of applying the test to the original complement problem as they
do, we apply the test to the 8-simple formulae that result from the transformation, de-
creasing in this way the size of the set of terms used in the test. On the other side, using
our method the test has to be applied to each 8-simple formula in the disjunction, which
gives a similar complexity in the end.
The algorithm for negation elimination is developed by stepwise reflnement of the
decision test for satisflability, using the properties of the 8-simple formulae obtained after
the transformation process. Finally, we show that the same techniques can be applied to
decide satisflability of a restricted case of non-linear AC-complement problems.
The satisflability test for 8-simple formulae can also be used to extend the E-disuniflca-
tion algorithm of Buntine and Bu˜rckert (1994): This algorithm relies on a consistency
test for constrained uniflers, which was given only for T (F ;X ) or its quotient modulo E.
Since constrained uniflers are the same as 8-simple formulae, and consistency is the same
as satisflability, we have now a consistency test for constrained uniflers in T (F)==AC ,
hence an AC-disuniflcation algorithm. See Buntine and Bu˜rckert (1994) for more details
and applications of disuniflcation algorithms.
The paper is organized as followsy: Section 2 contains a concise description of the
syntax and semantics of complement problems; Section 3 deals with satisflability and
negation elimination in AC complement problems: transformation rules and decision
tests; in Sections 4 and 5 we generalize the algorithms to a wider class of equational
formulae.
2. AC Complement Problems
2.1. syntax
Our notations are consistent with those of Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990), where
the reader can flnd supplementary deflnitions and examples. We consider a flnite set F
of function symbols with flxed arities. T (F) is the inflnite set of ground terms over this
alphabet. Terms are identifled with flnite labeled trees as usual. Positions are strings of
positive integers. The symbol at position p is denoted t(p), the subterm of t at position
p is denoted tjp and the result of replacing tjp with u at position p in t is denoted t[u]p.
Variables are an inflnite distinguished set X of symbols. A sequence x1; : : : ; xn of variables
y A short version of this paper appeared in Fern¶andez (1993).
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will be abbreviated as ~x. The set of terms built on F and X is denoted T (F ;X ). Var(t)
denotes the set of variables appearing in t. A term t is linear if each variable appears at
most once in t. A set S of terms is linear if each variable occurs at most once in S. The
symbol · denotes identity of objects. If S is a set, jSj will denote its cardinal.
Definition 2.1. An equation is an unordered pair of terms, written s = t. A disequation
is also an unordered pair of terms, written s 6= t. An equational formula is a flrst order
formula whose atoms are equations or disequations.
For simplicity, we will always assume that each variable is bound at most once in a
formula and cannot occur both free and bound in the same formula.
We are interested in two particular fragments of equational formulae: complement
problems and uniflcation problems.
Definition 2.2. A complement problem is either >, ? or a formula 8~y : t 6= t1 ^ : : : ^
t 6= tn where Var(t) = ~x is the set of free variables (or unknowns) of the formula and
Var(t1)[: : :[Var(tn) = ~y. Without loss of generality we assume that Var(ti)\Var(tj) =
; for all i 6= j, then, a complement problem is linear if for 1 • i • n, ti does not contain
multiple occurrences of the same variable.
Definition 2.3. A uniflcation problem is an existential formula which does not contain
any disequation.
2.2. semantics
Given an F -algebra A, an A-assignment is a mapping ¾ which associates to each
variable an element of A. Such mappings are lifted to F -homomorphisms from T (F ;X )
to A in the usual way, and used in postflx notation. When A is T (F ;X ) itself, and when
the domain of ¾ (Dom(¾) = fx 2 X j x¾ 6· xg) is flnite, ¾ is called a substitution,
and written fx1 7! t1; : : : ; xn 7! tng. When A = T (F), ¾ is called a ground assignment.
By ¾jV we denote the restriction of a substitution or a ground assignment ¾ to the set
V of variables. The set of all substitutions (resp. ground assignments) is denoted by §
(resp. §g). The image of a substitution ¾ is the set Im(¾) = fx¾ j x 2 Dom(¾)g. A
substitution is idempotent ifi ¾¾ = ¾. The relation „ on substitutions is deflned as usual:
° „ „ if there exists ‰ such that ¾‰ = „.
Definition 2.4. The set of solutions of an equational formula ` is the set of ground
assignments ¾ such that T (F) j= `¾. It is denoted by [[`]]. A formula is satisflable if it
has solutions.
We consider interpretations in quotient algebras T (F)==AC where =AC is the smallest
congruence on T (F ;X ) such that it is closed by instantiation and contains the set of
equations ff(x; y) = f(y; x) j f 2 F 0g [ ff(x; f(y; z)) = f(f(x; y); z) j f 2 F 0g for a
subset F 0 of F containing only binary symbols. The symbols in F 0 are called AC function
symbols and the theory of =AC is called AC equational theory.
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Definition 2.5. An AC-solution of ` is a ground assignment ¾ such that T (F)==AC j=
`¾. The set of AC-solutions of ` is denoted by [[`]]AC . ` is AC-satisflable if it has
AC-solutions.
In the following the preflx AC will be used to indicate that we are considering the
algebra T (F)==AC .
Definition 2.6. Two equational formulae ` and ˆ are equivalent (resp. AC-equivalent)
if they have the same set of solutions (resp. AC-solutions). This is written
` » ˆ ifi [[`]] = [[ˆ]] (resp. ` »AC ˆ ifi [[`]]AC = [[ˆ]]AC):
For example, every uniflcation problem is equivalent and AC-equivalent either to > or
to ? or to a flnite disjunction of formulae of the form 9z1; : : : ; zm : x1 = t1^ : : :^xn = tn
where x1; : : : ; xn are free variables of the uniflcation problem and occur only once in the
conjunction. This latter kind of formula can be identifled with ¾ = fx1 7! t1; : : : ; xn 7!
tng which is called a generator of the set of solutions:
[[9z1; : : : ; zm : x1 = t1 ^ : : : ^ xn = tn]] = f¾µ j µ 2 §gg:
More generally we have the following:
Definition 2.7. A generator (resp. AC-generator) of a set of solutions (resp. AC-
solutions) of an equational formula ` is a substitution ¾ such that for all µ 2 §g, ¾µ
is a solution (resp. AC-solution) of `. A set S of generators is complete (for `) if every
solution of ` is an instance of some generator ¾ 2 S.
SinceAC-uniflcation (i.e. uniflcation in T (F ;X )==AC ) is decidable and flnitary (Stickel,
1981; Comon, 1991), any uniflcation problem ` has a flnite complete set of idempotent
AC-generatorsy. We will denote by CSUAC(`) the complete set of idempotent AC-
generators obtained by applying to the uniflcation problem ` Fages’s algorithm (Fages,
1987) described in the appendix.
Definition 2.8. An equational formula ` is EU (\equivalent to a uniflcation problem")
(resp. AC-EU ) if there is a uniflcation problem ˆ such that ` » ˆ (resp. ` »AC ˆ).
Example 2.1. The following formulae are EU and AC-EU and will help us to explain
some of the transformation rules that follow:
† f(x; y) 6= g(z) which is equivalent to >
† x 6= 0 which is equivalent to 9z : x = s(z) if F = f0; sg
† 8y : x 6= y + a which is equivalent to (9w1; w2; 8y : x = w1 + w2 ^ w1 + w2 6=
y + a) _ x = a if F = fa;+g, and this is equivalent to x = a if + is AC.
We are interested in two semantic properties of AC-complement problems: satisflabil-
ity, and AC-equivalence to uniflcation problems. Given a complement problem P , if there
is a uniflcation problem (a positive formula) ` such that P »AC ` we say that negation
can be eliminated from P.
y AC-uniflers are usually deflned as solutions of uniflcation problems in T (F ;X )==AC . A complete
set of AC-uniflers is then a complete set of AC-generators as well.
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3. Satisflability and Negation Elimination
In order to decide if a complement problem is satisflable in T (F)==AC , or, in general,
if a complement problem has the AC-EU property, flrst we use a set REAC of rules which
transforms any complement problem into an equivalent flnite set of 8-simple formulae,
and then we apply a decision test over 8-simple formulae.
Although negation elimination is more general than satisflability (in that the answer
to the latter problem can be deduced from the answer to the former) we present flrst
a decision test for satisflability alone. This will facilitate the presentation and proofs
concerning elimination of negation. By reflning the satisflability test we will obtain a test
for AC-EU .
Hereafter we assume that the complement problems we want to decide are linear.
However REAC can also be applied to non-linear problems. The hypothesis of linearity
is needed only for the tests.
Definition 3.1. A 8-simple formulay is either >, ? or
9~w; 8~y :
‡ ^
k2K
‡ _
l2Lk
wkl 6= ukl
··
^ x1 = v1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vn
where
1. x1; : : : ; xn are the free variables (or unknowns), they occur only once in the formula,
2. K;Lk are flnite sets of indexes, wkl (for k 2 K; l 2 Lk) are existentially quantifled
variables in ~w, and Var(v1) [ ¢ ¢ ¢ [ Var(vn) = ~w,
3. for all k; l, Var(ukl) µ ~y; and there exist k 2 K, l 2 Lk such that ukl is not ground,
4. each variable appears at most once in a disjunction.
Note that K and L can be empty, and in this case we have 9~w : x1 = v1 ^ : : :^ xn = vn.
We will also characterize the class of formulae that are obtained in the intermediate
steps of the transformation:
Definition 3.2. An intermediate formula is either >, ? or
9~w; 8~y : (
^
k2K
(
_
l2Lk
tkl 6= ukl)) ^ x1 = v1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vn
where
1. x1; : : : ; xn are the free variables, they occur only once in the formula,
2. K;Lk are flnite sets of indexes; for all k 2 K; l 2 Lk, Var(tkl) \ ~y = ;; and
Var(v1) [ ¢ ¢ ¢ [ Var(vn) = ~w,
3. for all k; l, Var(ukl) µ ~y,
4. each variable in ~y appears at most once in a disjunction.
Also in this case K and L can be empty.
y In contrast with the simple formulae deflned by Comon and Fern¶andez (1992), note that 8-simple
formulae can still contain universally quantifled variables.
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The only difierence between 8-simple formulae and intermediate formulae is in the
form of the disequations. In the case of 8-simple formulae, the disequations are formed
by an existential variable and a term containing only universally quantifled variables,
whereas in the case of an intermediate formulae, the disequations are formed by a term
containing existential variables and a term containing universal variables (i.e. 8-simple
formulae are also intermediate formulae).
Note that a linear complement problem 8~y : t 6= t1 ^ : : : ^ t 6= tn with unknowns
x1; : : : ; xm is equivalent to the intermediate formula
9~w; 8~y : (t 6= t1 ^ : : : ^ t 6= tn)fx1 7! w1; : : : ; xm 7! wmg ^ x1 = w1 ^ : : : ^ xm = wm:
In the following both kinds of formulas will be called complement problems. It will be
clear from the context (when not explicitly written) which is the representation we are
considering.
3.1. transformation rules
Our goal here is to show that every complement problem is equivalent in T (F)==AC to a
flnite disjunction of 8-simple formulae. For this, we present a set REAC of transformation
rules (see Figure 1), such that every intermediate formula (and then every complement
problem) which is not a 8-simple formula can be reduced using these rules. We must
prove that each rule transforms a formula into an equivalent one and that the set of rules
is terminating, i.e. all reduction sequences are flnite and end in a 8-simple formula.
Almost all the rules in REAC are conditional. They can be applied only if the condition
is true. Some of the conditions are necessary for the system to be correct while others
(in particular those involving the applicability of other rules) are only used in the proof
of termination.
REAC contains some classical rules for eliminating universally quantifled variables
and reorganizing formulae (see e.g. Comon and Lescanne (1989) for more details) and
some additional rules which are speciflc for complement problems modulo AC, such as
explosion (which expresses the domain closure axiom) and decomposition rules. The
empty disjunction is denoted by ? and the empty conjunction by >.
There are two decomposition rules:
† D1 is based on the fact that if t = u has an AC-unifler ¾ which does not instantiate
the variables in t then there is no solution for the complement problem 8~y : t 6= u
where Var(u) = ~y, because for all ground assignment ‰, ¾‰ unifles t‰ and u).
† D2 decomposes a disequation t 6= u according to the set of AC-uniflers of t = u.
Note that, unlike for complement problems in T (F), in T (F)==AC new universally
quantifled variables may be introduced. To avoid non-termination problems caused
by successive applications of explosion and decomposition rules, we add a label 0 to
each existentially quantifled variable in the starting problem, and we require that
the existentially quantifled variables introduced in the application of an explosion
rule to a variable x(i) have a label i+ 1. Moreover, we do not allow the application
of an explosion rule to a variable labeled by i if i ‚ K for a given K. K can be
arbitrarily chosen since it is used only to ensure the termination of the process. If the
starting problem is 8~y : t 6= t1^ : : :^t 6= tn we will choose K = maxifdepth(ti)g+1,
where depth(ti) is the depth of the tree corresponding to the term ti. Note that D2
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Universal Quantifler Elimination (QE)
(QE1) 8y : P ! P:
If y 62 Var(P ).
(QE2) 8~y : P ^ (y 6= t _ d)! 8~y : P ^ dfy 7! tg:
If d is a disjunction of disequations, y 2 ~y and y 62 Var(t).
Reorganization (RO)
(RO1) P^ ? ! ?
(RO2) P ^ > ! P
(RO3) P _ > ! >
(RO4) P_ ? ! P:
Decomposition (D)
(D1) 9~w; 8~y : P ^ (t 6= u _ d)! 9~w; 8~y : P ^ d:
If t; u 62 X and there exists µ 2 CSUAC(t = u) such that µ does not instantiate existentially quantifled
variables.
(D2) 9~w; 8~y : P ^ (t 6= u _ d)! 9~w; 8~y; 8~z : P ^
^
µ2CSUAC(t=u^:d)
‡ _
wj2Dom(µ)
wj 6= wjµ
·
:
If t; u 62 X and D1 does not apply. ~z are the variables introduced by the µ 2 CSUAC(t = u ^ :d).
Explosion (E)
(Ex8) 9~w; 9w(i);8~y : P !
_
f2F
9~w; 9
¡¡¡¡!
w0(i+1);8~y : Pfw(i) 7! f(
¡¡¡¡!
w0(i+1))g:
If the formula is not 8-simple, there is a disequation w(i) 6= u in P such that Var(u)\ ~y 6= ;, u 62 X and
i < K; no other rule can be applied and
¡¡¡¡!
w0(i+1) are fresh variables (difierent for each function symbol).
(Exgr) 9~w; 9w(i);8~y : P !
_
f2F
9~w; 9
¡¡¡¡!
w0(i+1);8~y : Pfw(i) 7! f(
¡¡¡¡!
w0(i+1))g:
If the formula is not 8-simple, there is a disequation w(i) 6= u in P such that u is a ground term, no
other rule except Ex8 can be applied,
¡¡¡¡!
w0(i+1) are fresh variables (difierent for each function symbol),
and if i ‚ K there is no disequation w(i) 6= v where w(i) is a variable, v is not a variable and
Var(v) \ ~y 6= ;.
Figure 1. Transformation rules for AC complement problems.
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applies also when the set of AC-uniflers is empty, and in this case its efiect is the
elimination of the disjunction containing t 6= u.
There are two explosion rules in REAC . Ex8 generalizes the explosion rule of Comon
and Lescanne (1989). Besides, now we have to use the domain closure axiom not only for
quantifler elimination but also for eliminating disequations whose one member is a ground
term, as it is done in Comon and Fern¶andez (1992). For example, assuming F = f0; sg,
the formula x 6= 0 is equivalent to 9w : x = s(w). This is expressed by the rule Exgr.
Since complement problems are represented by formulas where the free variables appear
only in equations, we do not need to consider explosions on free variables.
We will prove in the following section that REAC is terminating and transforms any
complement problem into an equivalent disjunction of 8-simple formulae.
3.2. correctness, termination and irreducible forms of REAC
Proposition 3.1. (Correctness) Let ` be an intermediate formula. If ` !⁄REAC ˆ
then [[`]]AC = [[ˆ]]AC , i.e. REAC preserves solutions.
Proof. In order to prove that REAC preserves solutions (hence satisflability) we only
have to show that each rule preserves solutions. This is obvious for reorganization and
universal quantifler elimination and also for the decomposition rule D1. For D2 the result
is a consequence of the logical identity
9~w; 8~y : P ^
^
µ2CSUAC(t=u^:d)
8~z :
‡ _
wj2Dom(µ)
wj 6= wjµ
·
· 9~w; 8~y; 8~z : P ^
^
µ2CSUAC(t=u^:d)
‡ _
wj2Dom(µ)
wj 6= wjµ
·
where ~z 62 Var(P ). For the explosion rules, it is a consequence of the domain closure
axiom. 2
As a flrst step towards a proof of termination and a characterization of irreducible forms
of REAC , let us show some properties of the formulae obtained along the transformation
process. Property 3.1 below stresses the fact that the set of disjunctions of intermediate
formulae is closed by REAC , that is, each rule in REAC transforms a disjunction of
intermediate formulae into another disjunction of intermediate formulae. Property 3.2
gives some characteristics of the formulae obtained after applications of RO, QE and D
rules. In order to prove these properties we will use the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. Let P0 · s1 = t1^ : : :^sn = tn where t1; : : : ; tn are linear terms, Var(si)\
Var(t1; : : : ; tn) = ; for all i, and Var(ti) \ Var(tj) = ; for all i 6· j. Then, there exists
a CSUAC(P0), S, such that for all ¾ 2 S:
1. for all x 2 Var(s1; : : : ; sn), if x¾ 6= x then Var(x¾) \ Var(s1; : : : ; sn) = ;
2. Im(¾jVar(s1;:::;sn)) is linear.
Proof. We use Stickel’s AC-uniflcation algorithm as it is presented by Fages (1987),
where it is proved to be correct, complete and terminating. A description of the algorithm
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is given in Appendix A. We will prove that by using this algorithm we obtain a set S
of AC-uniflers satisfying the required conditions (the proof cannot be easily adapted to
other presentations of the algorithm, but to show that the lemma holds it is enough to
consider this particular algorithm).
Let S be unicompound([s1; : : : ; sn]; [t1; : : : ; tn]; †;Var(P0)) where unicompound is de-
flned in Fages’s algorithm and † is the identity substitution.
Since this algorithm terminates, we can proceed by induction. The base case is trivial.
We consider the cases where recursive calls are made:
There are two recursive calls in unicompound([s1; : : : ; sn]; [t1; : : : ; tn]; †;Var(P0)) (marked
by (*) and (**) in the appendix). We must show that in both cases the hypothesis of the
lemma holds, and then by induction we get the thesis. For this, we will prove that uniAC
is only applied to terms satisfying the hypothesis and that in this case the recursive calls
of unicompound satisfy the hypothesis.
Assume uniAC is applied to terms s; t satisfying the hypothesis. It is obvious that in
(*) the hypothesis of the lemma hold. For (**) this is a consequence of the linearity of
t: when t is linear the solutions over N of the Diophantine equation corresponding to
s = t are linear in Var(s), then all the pairs (A;B) in the set returned by dio satisfy the
hypothesis. Hence, by induction, the recursive calls of unicompound return a set of AC-
uniflers satisfying the required properties. Moreover, if si, ti satisfy the hypothesis, then
si¾i and ti¾i (which is the same as ti because Var(ti)\Var(tj) = ; for all i 6· j) satisfy
the hypothesis too. Hence uniAC is always applied to terms satisfying the hypothesis. 2
Property 3.1. If ` is a complement problem and ` !⁄REAC ˆ then ˆ is a flnite dis-
junction of intermediate formulae, and the free variables of ˆ are included in those of `.
Proof. Since F is flnite and AC-uniflcation is flnitary, ˆ is flnite. We proceed by induc-
tion on the length of the derivation `!⁄REAC ˆ. It is su–cient to prove that the property
is kept by any transformation rule (because if ` · ˆ the property holds trivially). This
is straightforward for the rules that remove a part of the formula, such as D1, QE1 and
reorganization rules. QE2 preserves the form because it eliminates a disequation from
a disjunction and applies a substitution whose domain is a variable not appearing in
the disjunction. Since intermediate formulae satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 it is
easy to see that D2 preserves the form of the formula too. The same for the explosion
rules, which add a disjunction of problems of the same shape where all new variables are
existentially quantifled. 2
Property 3.2. Let ` be a complement problem and
`!REAC `1 !REAC ¢ ¢ ¢ !REAC `n !REAC ¢ ¢ ¢
be a flnite or inflnite sequence of transformations using REAC . If `i is irreducible by the
rules in QE, D and RO then all the disequations in `i have the form w 6= u where
1. w is an existentially quantifled variable,
2. u does not contain either free or existentially quantifled variables,
3. if w 6= u appears in a disjunction d then
(a) each variable of u appears only once in d,
(b) w appears only once in d.
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Proof. If `i is irreducible by the rules in QE, D and RO then in all the disequa-
tions one of the members is an existentially quantifled variable, because otherwise either
decomposition or universal quantifler elimination rules would apply. This proves Part 1.
Parts 2 and 3.a are direct consequences of Property 3.1 and the deflnition of intermedi-
ate formulae, while Part 3.b is a consequence of the fact that disjunctions of disequations
are created only by decomposition rules, and are associated with AC-uniflers (which are
idempotent substitutions). 2
Proposition 3.2. (Termination) Let ` be a complement problem. There is no inflnite
sequence
`!REAC `1 !REAC ¢ ¢ ¢ !REAC `n !REAC ¢ ¢ ¢ :
Proof. First we are going to prove that REAC ¡ fEx8g terminates. For this, we give
an interpretation = of the formulae in a well-founded ordered set, such that for each
application of a rule the interpretation is strictly decreasing.
Let =(`) be the 4-tuple h=1(`);=2(`);=3(`);=4(`)i where =1(`) is the number of
disequations t 6= u in ` such that u; t 62 X , =2(`) is the pair h=21(`);=22(`)i where
=21(`) is the multiset of numbers K ¡ label(wi) for each disequation wi 6= ui in ` such
that wi is an existentially quantifled variable and ui is not ground, and =22(`) is the
multiset of depth(ui) for each disequation wi 6= ui in ` such that wi is existentially
quantifled and ui is ground, =3(`) is the number of disequations in ` and =4(`) is the
size of ` (number of symbols appearing in `). The lexicographic extension of the ordering
< on natural numbers is well-founded on this set of 4-tuples. Moreover, this interpretation
is strictly decreasing for the rules in RAC ¡ fEx8g.
† Rules D1 and D2 decrease the flrst component of the 4-tuple.
† QE2 does not change the flrst and second components (this is because by Prop-
erty 3.1, `; `1; : : : ; `n are disjunctions of intermediate formulae, therefore each uni-
versally quantifled variable appears at most once in a disjunction, which means that
QE2 simply eliminates one disequation), and it decreases the third one.
† QE1 and Reorganization rules do not increase the flrst, second and third compo-
nents but decrease the fourth one.
† Since an application of rule Exgr is always followed by a flnite number of appli-
cations of D and QE rules: `i !Exgr `i+1 !+D;QE `j , we do not consider the
intermediate steps between `i+1 and `j in the sequence of transformations. Then,
an application of Exgr – fD;QEg+ does not change the flrst component. Let us
prove that it decreases the second one.
If after replacing w by f( ~w0) and decomposing, a new non-ground ui appears it is
because we had w 6= t where t is non-ground. But since by Property 3.2 neither free
nor existentially quantifled variable is contained in t, the new disequations must
have the form w0i 6= ui where w0i is existentially quantifled and its label is greater
than the one of w. Then =21(`) decreases.
Otherwise, =21(`) does not change but =22(`) decreases, because if we replace w
by f( ~w0) in a disequation w 6= ui and the root of ui is not f then the terms become
not AC-uniflable and the disequation disappears, and if the root is f then the
disequation is replaced by a conjunction of disjunctions where the right member is
less deep (because they come from the AC-uniflers of f( ~w0) and the ground term
ui).
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=1 h=21;=22i =3 =4
D <
QE1 = = = <
QE2 = = <
RO • • • <
Exgr – fD;QEg+ = <
Figure 2. Summary of the variations of = w.r.t. the rules of REAC .
A summary of the variations of = is given in Figure 2.
Hence, RAC ¡ fEx8g is terminating.
Now, we will prove that in every flnite or inflnite sequence of transformations of prob-
lems
`!REAC `1 !REAC ¢ ¢ ¢ !REAC `n !REAC ¢ ¢ ¢
the rule Ex8 is applied only a flnite number of times. We consider the interpretation
=0 such that =0(`) is the multiset of K ¡ label(w) for each occurrence of an existentially
quantifled variable w in ` such that label(w) • K. It is easy to see that Ex8 strictly
decreases =0. Since the other rules do not increase it (the only di–cult case is rule D2, but
by Part 2 of Property 3.2 we know that D2 cannot introduce occurrences of existentially
quantifled variables having a smaller label), Ex8 applies only a flnite number of times.
This fact and the termination of RAC ¡ fEx8g prove that REAC terminatesy. 2
It remains to prove that the irreducible formulae of REAC are flnite disjunctions of
8-simple formulae.
Proposition 3.3. (Irreducible formulae) Let ` be a linear complement problem.
Then any irreducible form of ` is a flnite disjunction of 8-simple formulae.
Proof. It is a consequence of Properties 3.1 and 3.2:
By Property 3.1, the irreducible forms of ` are either >, ? or else have the formW
j2J`j where `j is 9 ~wj8~yj :
V
k2Kj (
W
l2Lkj tkjl 6= ukjl) ^ x1 = vj1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vjn (the
free variables are included in those of `).
Moreover, in all the disequations one member (e.g. tkjl) is an existentially quanti-
fled variable (otherwise the formula would be reducible) and by Property 3.2 the other
member does not contain existentially quantifled variables nor free variables, and each
variable occurs only once in a disjunction. Besides, there is at least one non-ground ukjl,
otherwise Exgr is applicable. 2
Now, we can state the main result of this section:
Theorem 3.1. REAC transforms any linear complement problem into an equivalent fl-
nite disjunction of 8-simple formulae.
Proof. Consequence of Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. 2
y Although the hypothesis of linearity is used in this proof, we conjecture that REAC can be shown
terminating also for non-linear complement problems.
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3.3. solving 8-simple formulae
By Theorem 3.1, satisflability of linear AC complement problems reduces to satisfl-
ability of 8-simple formulae. The decision test we are going to present is inspired by
Kounalis et al. (1991). We will prove that in order to decide satisflability of a 8-simple
formula it is su–cient to consider a flnite set of substitutions instead of the set of all
ground assignments.
Terms involving AC function symbols will be represented in °attened form (Jouannaud
and Kounalis, 1989): °at(t), for a term t, is the normal form of (the tree) t for the
convergent tree rewriting system that contains the rules:
f(x1; : : : ; xp¡1; f(y1; : : : ; yq); xp+1; : : : ; xn)! f(x1; : : : ; xp¡1; y1; : : : ; yq; xp+1; : : : ; xn)
for any integers p; q and n such that 1 • p • n, and for any AC operator f .
In other words, AC-symbols are treated as varyadic symbols in °attened forms. For
example, if F = f0; succ;+g and + is AC, °at(+(0;+(x;+(y; x)))) = +(0; x; y; x).
The notion of °attening extends to substitutions and ground assignments in the natural
way: °at(¾) assigns °at(x¾) to each variable x.
In the following we will use two well-known properties of °attened terms [see Jouan-
naud and Kounalis (1989)]:
Property 3.3. Let t, t0 be terms and ¾ a substitution.
1. t =AC t0 if and only if °at(t) =P °at(t0)
2. t =AC t0¾ if and only if °at(t) =P °at(°at(t0) °at(¾))
where =P is the permutative congruence on subterms of AC symbols.
Definition 3.3. Let ` be a (non-trivial) 8-simple formula
` · 9~w; 8~y :
^
k2K
‡ _
l2Lk
wkl 6= ukl
·
^ x1 = v1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vn:
The formula
ˆ · 8~y :
^
k2K
‡ _
l2Lk
wkl 6= ukl
·
will be called the kernel of `. Note that the existentially quantifled variables of ` become
the unknowns of ˆ.
We will restrict our attention to kernels of 8-simple formulae, since a 8-simple formula
is satisflable if and only if its kernel is.
Now we are going to deflne the sets of substitutions that will be used in the satisflability
test.
Definition 3.4. Let ˆ · 8~y : Vk2K(Wl2Lkwkl 6= ukl). Let d = maxk;lfdepth(°at(ukl))g
+ 1, and let • be the maximal number of arguments of an AC symbol in °at(ukl) for ukl
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in ˆ. We deflne the flnite sets B(ˆ), A(ˆ), and S~w;A(ˆ) as follows:
B(ˆ) = f°at(r) j r 2 T (F ;X ); r is linear; depth(°at(r)) • d;AC-symbols have at most
•+ 1 arguments, and variables can occur only at depth dg:
where the variables occurring in B(ˆ) are fresh (i.e. the terms in B(ˆ) do not contain
variables in ~w; ~y).
A(ˆ) is obtained from B(ˆ) by taking out the terms that are AC-instances of other
terms in the set.
S~w;A(ˆ) = f¾ 2 § j Dom(¾) = ~w; Im(¾) µ A(ˆ) and Im(¾) is linearg
S~w;A(ˆ) is the test-set for ˆ.
Example 3.1. Let F = fa; f;+g where + is AC, f is a unary symbol and a is a constant,
and let ˆ · 9w; 8y : w 6= y + a+ a. Here •+ 1 = 4 and d = 2.
A(ˆ) = f a;
f(a); f(f(z));
a+ a; a+ a+ a; a+ a+ a+ a;
f(z) + a; f(z) + a+ a; f(z) + a+ a+ a;
f(z1) + f(z2); f(z1) + f(z2) + a; f(z1) + f(z2) + a+ a;
f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3); f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + a;
f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4)
g :
Note that in A(ˆ) no term is an AC-instance of other term.
Sw;A(ˆ) = f ¾1 = fw 7! ag
¾2 = fw 7! f(a)g
¾3 = fw 7! f(f(z))g
¾4 = fw 7! a+ ag
¾5 = fw 7! a+ a+ ag
¾6 = fw 7! a+ a+ a+ ag
¾7 = fw 7! f(z) + ag
etc:
g :
Lemma 3.2 below shows that for deciding satisflability of ˆ it is su–cient to consider
only the substitutions in the test set S~w;A(ˆ).
Lemma 3.2. Let ` and ˆ be formulas as above. T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl =
ukl) if and only if for all ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ), T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ = ukl).
Proof. The \only if" part is trivial. Let us prove the \if" part. For this, we must show
that for any ground assignment „, T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl„ = ukl).
Let wkl„ = vkl, for k 2 K; l 2 Lk.
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† If maxklfdepth(°at(vkl))g • d and for any occurrence of an AC symbol in
Im(°at(„j~w)) the number of arguments is less than or equal to •+1 then °at(„j~w) is
an instance of some ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ). Then T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl„ = ukl)
by hypothesis.
† Otherwise, we deflne the nth projection of the °attened term t [written projn(t)] as
the term obtained from t by erasing all (n+ i)th arguments of AC symbols (i > 0).
For example, proj2(+(0; x; y; x)) = +(0; x). The deflnition extends to substitutions
as usual: for any substitution ¾, projn(¾) = fx 7! projn(x¾) j x 2 Dom(¾)g.
If there is an AC symbol occurring in Im(„j~w) with more than • + 1 arguments,
there exists ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ) such that ‚ „ „0 · proj•+1(°at(„j~w)) and by hypothesis
T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ = ukl). Then, for all ground assignment ‰
there exists a ground assignment ¾ such that T (F)==AC j=
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚‰ =
ukl¾). In particular there exists a ground assignment ¾ such that T (F)==AC j=W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl„
0 = ukl¾) since „0 is a ground instance of ‚.
Then,
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl„
0 =AC ukl¾), since the terms are ground.
Then, for some j 2 K, Vl2Ljwjl„0 =AC ujl¾.
Then, by Property 3.3,
V
l2Lj °at(wjl„
0) =P °at(°at(ujl) °at(¾)).
Since in °at(ujl) the maximal number of arguments of an AC symbol is • while
in wjl„0 it is •+ 1, °at(¾) must introduce the remaining arguments. But since ujl
is linear and each variable appears only once in the conjunction, we can modify
¾ in order to add the arguments that remained in „. Let ¾0 be the substitution
obtained from ¾ by adding to the AC-symbols with •+1 arguments those arguments
that were left out to construct „0 = proj•+1(°at(„j~w)). Then,
V
l2Lj °at(wjl„) =P
°at(°at(ujl) °at(¾0))y.
Then
V
l2Ljwjl„ =AC ujl¾
0.
Then
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl„ =AC ukl¾
0).
Then T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl„ = ukl).
2
As a consequence, the negation of the condition in Lemma 3.2, that is, 9‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ)
such that T (F)==AC 6j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ = ukl), is a necessary and su–cient
condition for the satisflability of `:
Theorem 3.2. Let ` and ˆ be formulas as above. ` has solutions in T (F)==AC ifi
9‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ) such that T (F)==AC 6j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ = ukl).
Proof.
` is satisflable in T (F)==AC
ifi
ˆ is satisflable in T (F)==AC
ifi
:
‡
T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
_
k2K
‡ ^
l2Lk
wkl = ukl
··
y Note that linearity is fundamental in this proof. Without linearity we have only a su–cient (but
not necessary) condition.
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ifi (Lemma 3.2)
:
‡
for all ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ); T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
_
k2K
‡ ^
l2Lk
wkl‚ = ukl
··
ifi
there exists ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ) such that :
‡
T
‡
F)==AC j= 9~y :
_
k2K
(
^
l2Lk
wkl‚ = ukl
··
ifi
there exists ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ) such that T (F)==AC 6j= 9~y :
_
k2K
‡ ^
l2Lk
wkl‚ = ukl
·
:
2
Theorem 3.2 suggests an algorithm for solving 8-simple formulae: it is su–cient to test
for each ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ) whether T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ = ukl) or, equivalently
(since all the variables in wkl‚ are deeper than those in ukl and the terms ukl are linear),
whether there is ¾ such that
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ =AC ukl¾). A substitution ¾ satisfying
this condition is usually called an AC-matcher. So, Theorem 3.2 can be reformulated as
follows:
` is satisflable if and only if there exists ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ) such that the AC-matching
problem
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ =AC ukl) has no solution.
AC-matching is a well-known decidable problem (Hullot, 1979), so this gives a decision
test for satisflability of 8-simple formulae.
In fact, this decision test can be applied to the irreducible forms of RAC = REAC ¡
fExgrg, since Exgr is only needed to eliminate negation. RAC is correct and terminating.
Its irreducible forms difier from those of REAC in that now all the terms ukl can be
ground, i.e. condition 3 in the deflnition of 8-simple formulae is no longer required. Now,
if for all k; l, ukl is ground, ` has solutions, since for all terms u; t such that :(u =AC t)
there is a solution of u 6= t in T (F)==AC . Otherwise we apply the test.
This decision test can be written as a set T of transformation rules to be added to
RAC , see Figure 3.
A careful analysis of the algorithm issued from RAC [ T shows that the complexity
of the transformation process using RAC is given by the complexity of AC-uniflcation
(which is known to be doubly exponential in general, but it is simply exponential for lin-
ear uniflcation problems), and the complexity of T is O(jFjad), where a = maxfmaxf2F
farity(f)g; •g. It is then clear that only by decreasing the values of d and • one can
improve signiflcantly the e–ciency of the algorithm.
When the input is a linear AC-complement problem 8~y : t 6= t1 ^ : : : ^ t 6= tn where
t is also a linear term (this is the class of problems we have to solve to eliminate the
ambiguity of functional programs), the AC-uniflcation problems that have to be solved
during the transformation process are always linear, and this ensures that the values of
• and d do not increase during the transformation process. In this case the bounds d
and • we use for constructing the test set are smaller than those used by Kounalis et al.
(1991), since we do not consider the terms in the original problem but the smaller terms
in the formulae obtained after application of RAC . However, if t is not linear, a non-linear
AC-uniflcation problem can appear during the transformation, and AC-uniflcation can
increase the values of • and d, in which case it is better to stop the transformation process
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Test (T)
(T0) P · 9~w :
^
k2K
‡ _
l2Lk
wkl 6= ukl
·
^ x1 = v1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vn ! >:
If P is irreducible by RAC and all ukl are ground terms.
(T1) P · 9~w;8~y :
^
k2K
‡ _
l2Lk
wkl 6= ukl
·
^ x1 = v1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vn !? :
If P is irreducible by RAC , there exists k; l such that ukl is not ground, and for all ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ),
T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ = ukl).
(T2) P · 9~w;8~y :
^
k2K
‡ _
l2Lk
wkl 6= ukl
·
^ x1 = v1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vn ! >:
If P is irreducible by RAC , there exists k; l such that ukl is not ground, and there exists ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ)
such that T (F)==AC 6j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ = ukl).
Figure 3. Decision test for satisflability of 8-simple formulae.
and apply the test directly, as it is done by Kounalis et al. (1991). The complexities of
both algorithms are equal in the worst case, since using our algorithm the (smaller)
test has to be applied to each 8-simple formula in the disjunction obtained after the
transformation process, which is equivalent to applying the bigger test to the original
problem.
3.4. negation elimination in 8-simple formulae
Negation elimination in AC complement problems reduces to the problem of negation
elimination in flnite disjunctions of 8-simple formulae (by Theorem 3.1). Moreover, as a
consequence of the following lemma, each disjunct can be treated separately.
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a linear AC-complement problem and
W
j2JPj be an irreducible
form by REAC of P . P is AC-EU if and only if every Pj is so.
Proof. The \if" part is trivial. Let us prove the \only if": Correctness of REAC implies
[[P ]]AC = [[
W
j2JPj ]]AC , which implies that P is AC-EU if and only if
W
j2JPj is. We
have to show that if P is AC-EU then each Pj is. Since the only rules that introduce
disjunctions are the explosions, we consider only this case. If P !E
W
f2FPf then each
Pf is obtained from P by instantiating a variable, in a way that is essentially equivalent
to adding an equation. This means that if P is AC-EU then each Pf is. The thesis follows
by a simple induction on the number of applications of explosion rules. 2
Now we are faced with the problem of negation elimination in one 8-simple formula.
The following is a very important property:
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Lemma 3.4. Let ` be a 8-simple formula
` · 9~w; 8~y :
^
k2K
‡ _
l2Lk
wkl 6= ukl
·
^ x1 = v1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vn
and ˆ its kernel
ˆ · 8~y :
^
k2K
‡ _
l2Lk
wkl 6= ukl
·
:
` is AC-EU if and only if ˆ is.
Proof. The \if" part is trivial. Let us prove the \only if". Assume ` is AC-EU , then
there exists a flnite complete set of AC-generators for `:
G = f¾01; : : : ; ¾0mg
where for 1 • j • m, Dom(¾0j) = fx1; : : : ; xng.
Let fµi1; : : : ; µimig be a complete set of AC-uniflers of x1¾0i = v1 ^ : : : ^ xn¾0i = vn,
1 • i • m (recall that Var(v1) [ ¢ ¢ ¢ [ Var(vn) = ~w) and let
£i = fµi1j~w; : : : ; µimi j~wg:
We will show that £ =
S
i=1;:::;m£i = f¾1; : : : ; ¾qg is a complete set of AC-generators
for ˆ, that is, we will prove that a ground assignment ¾ is a solution of ˆ if and only if
there exists ¾h 2 £ such that ¾ is an AC-instance of ¾h.
Let us prove flrst the \only if". Assume ¾ is a solution of ˆ. Let ¿ be a ground
assignment such that xj¿ = vj¾ for 1 • j • n. As ¿ is a solution of `, then ¿ =AC ¾0h„ for
some ¾0h 2 G and ground assignment „. Besides, since xj¿ = vj¾ (1 • j • n), xj¾0h„ =AC
vj¾. Now, let ‰ be the ground assignment such that ‰jVar(Im(¾0
h
)) = „jVar(Im(¾0
h
)). Then
xj¾
0
h‰ =AC vj‰. Note that ‰ is well-deflned since Var(vj) µ ~w and Var(Im(¾0h))\ ~w = ;.
Then ‰ is an AC-instance of ¾h 2 £. Then ¾ is an AC-instance of ¾h since ‰j~w = ¾j~w.
Let us prove now the \if". Assume the ground assignment ¾ is an AC-instance of
¾h 2 £ (recall that Dom(¾h) = ~w). We have to prove that ¾ is a solution of ˆ. This is a
consequence of the following property of REAC-derivations:
Let P be a linear complement problem such that
P ·
_
j2J0
`0j !REAC
_
j2J1
`1j !REAC ¢ ¢ ¢ !REAC
_
j2Jp
`pj
where for 1 • i • p and j 2 Ji, `ij · 9~w : ˆij ^ x1 = vij1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vijn.
Let f¾01; : : : ; ¾0mg be a complete set of AC-generators of `ij and £ = f¾1; : : : ; ¾qg =S
k=1;:::;m£k where £k is a complete set of AC-uniflers of x1¾
0
k = vij1^: : :^xn¾0k = vijn.
If a ground assignment ¾ is an AC-instance of ¾h 2 £ then ¾ is an AC-solution of ˆij.
We prove this property by induction on the length of the derivation.
[Base Case (p = 0):] It is trivial since P · 9~w : t 6= t1^ : : :^ t 6= tn0 ^x1 = w1^ : : :^xn =
wn.
[Induction hypothesis:] Let `pj · 9~w : ˆpj ^ x1 = vpj1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vpjn and let ¾ be an
AC-instance of ¾h. Then ¾ is a solution of ˆpj .
We have to prove the property for each `p+1;j such that
W
j2Jp`pj !REAC
W
j2Jp+1`p+1;j .
Assume REAC was applied to `pk, that is, `pk !REAC
W
i`p+1;ki . Then
W
j2Jp+1`p+1;j ·
`p1 _ : : :_`p;k¡1 _`p+1;k1 _ : : :_`p+1;kq _`p;k+1 _ : : :_`pjp . The thesis follows trivially
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from the induction hypothesis for `p1; : : : ; `p;k¡1; `p;k+1; : : : ; `pjp . It follows also trivially
for
W
i`p+1;ki if the rule applied in the last step is in QE, RO or D. If it is an explosion
step, then `p+1;ki · 9 ~w0 : `pkfw 7! f( ~w0)g. If ¾ is an AC-instance of ¾h for ¾h in the set
£ of some `p+1;ki then there exists ¾
0 generator of solutions of `p+1;ki and there exists
an AC-unifler µ of x1¾0 = vp+1;ki;1 ^ : : : ^ xn¾0 = vp+1;ki;n such that ¾h = µj~w, where
~w = Var(
¡¡¡¡!
vp+1;ki).
But ¾0 is also a generator of solutions of `pk, and since vp+1;ki;j = vpkjfw 7! f( ~w0)g
for 1 • j • n, the ground assignment ‰ that coincides with ¾ everywhere except on w
where w‰ = f( ~w0)¾, is an AC-instance of some ¾h of `pk and by the induction hypothesis
it is a solution of ˆpk. Then ¾ is a solution of ˆpkfw 7! f( ~w0)g · ˆp+1;ki . 2
Note that the previous proof not only shows that ` is AC-EU if and only if ˆ is, but
also shows that in case ` is AC-EU , the flrst step towards obtaining a positive formula
equivalent to ` is eliminating negation from its kernel ˆ.
Another useful observation towards obtaining an algorithm for negation elimination is
the following: If ` !T? then ` »AC? and we are flnished, but if ` !T >, i.e. if ` has
solutions, then it must be rule T2 which applies (not T0 because at least one of the ukl is
not ground). Then, since the condition of rule T2 holds, there exists L = f‚1; : : : ; ‚hg µ
S~w;A(ˆ) such that for 1 • i • h, T (F)==AC 6j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚i = ukl). We will
use L to eliminate negation from ˆ (note that the substitutions in L are generators of
solutions of ˆ).
Before presenting the formal description of the negation elimination algorithm, let us
illustrate the ideas behind it with an example.
Example 3.2. Let F = f+; a; b; c; d; eg where + is AC and the other symbols are con-
stants, and let us consider a formula having the AC-EU property:
ˆ · 8y : w 6= a+ a+ y ^w 6= b+ b+ y ^w 6= c+ c+ y ^w 6= d+ d+ y ^w 6= e+ e+ y:
In this example d = 2 and •+ 1 = 4.
A(ˆ) = f a; b; c; d; e;
a+ a; a+ b; a+ c; a+ d; a+ e; b+ b; b+ c; b+ d; b+ e; : : :
a+ a+ a; a+ a+ b; a+ a+ c; a+ a+ d; a+ a+ e; a+ b+ b; a+ b+ c; a+ b+ d; : : :
a+ a+ a+ a; a+ a+ a+ b; : : :
g :
Sw;A(ˆ) is the set of all the substitutions with domain fwg and image in A(ˆ). Note that
all the terms in A(ˆ) are ground since there are no terms of depth 2 in T (F ;X ); then
all the substitutions in Sw;A(ˆ) are ground. The substitutions of Sw;A(ˆ) for which
T (F)==AC j= 6 9y : w 6= a+a+y^w 6= b+b+y^w 6= c+c+y^w 6= d+d+y^w 6= e+e+y
are:
L = f fw 7! Pg j P 2 fa; b; c; d; egg [
ffw 7! P +Qg j P;Q 2 fa; b; c; d; egg [
ffw 7! P +Q+Rg j P;Q;R 2 fa; b; c; d; eg; and P;Q;R are pairwise distinctg [
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ffw 7! P +Q+R+ Sg j P;Q;R; S 2 fa; b; c; d; eg;
and P;Q;R; S are pairwise distinctg:
Since L 6= ;, ˆ has solutions in T (F)==AC .
We are faced now with the problem of deciding whether ˆ is AC-EU or not, and in
case it is, flnding a flnite complete set of generators for ˆ. We will use L to this purpose.
Although the substitutions in L are generators of ˆ, L will not be a complete set of
generators of ˆ in general. It is clear in the previous example that the substitutions in
L cannot generate a solution with more than four arguments, as, for instance fw 7!
a + b + c + d + eg (which is a solution of ˆ). At flrst glance one could think that to
overcome this incompleteness problem it is su–cient to add new variables as arguments
in all the AC symbols with •+ 1 arguments (•+ 1 is the bound used in the construction
of S~w;A(ˆ)). We would obtain in this way a set of substitutions which is complete, but
nothing guarantees that those substitutions will generate only solutions of ˆ. In case they
do, i.e. in case they are generators, the problem is solved, but this will not be the case in
general. What we will do to solve the problem is to consider a bigger test set (i.e. with
•0 > •). For the formula in the example 3.2, it is easy to see that the solutions that are
missing in L are recovered if we take •0 = 4 instead of • = 3: we obtain a new set L0
of substitutions which is a complete set of generators of ˆ by repeating the construction
above until •0 + 1 (i.e. 5) arguments of AC symbols.
Let us formalize these ideas. Let ˆ · 8~y : Vk2K(Wl2Lkwkl 6= ukl) be the kernel of a8-simple formula `, and assume there exists L = f‚1; : : : ; ‚hg µ S~w;A(ˆ) such that for
1 • i • h, T (F)==AC 6j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚i = ukl). Let ~zi = V ar(Im(‚i)). Since
the variables in Im(‚i) appear at positions strictly deeper than those in ukl, and each
variable in ukl appears at most once in a conjunction, for 1 • i • h:
(1) T (F)==AC 6j= 9~zi; 9~y :
_
k2K
‡ ^
l2Lk
wkl‚i = ukl
·
:
Let us add a difierent sub-index to each occurrence of an AC symbol with • + 1
arguments in Im(‚1); : : : ; Im(‚h). If +i1 ; : : : ;+im occur in Im(‚i), we deflne ‚
I
i , for all
I µ fi1; : : : ; img, to be the same as ‚i but for the subterms whose root is +ij with
ij 2 I, where there is one more argument: a new variable xij . Let us call L⁄ the set
f‚Ii j ‚i 2 L; I µ fi1; : : : ; imgg of (°attened) substitutions, and let ~zIi = Var(Im(‚Ii )).
As we said before, two cases are possible: Either there is no ‚Ii 2 L⁄ such that
(2) T (F)==AC j= 9 ~zIi ; 9~y :
_
k2K
‡ ^
l2Lk
wkl‚
I
i = ukl
·
and then L [ L⁄ is a complete set of generators for ˆ (its correctness and completeness
will be proved in Theorem 3.3), or some ‚Ii satisfles (2). In the latter case, we will prove,
also in Theorem 3.3 below, that there exists •0 > • such that if we construct A(ˆ) using
•0 instead of • and then construct S~w;A(ˆ), L and L⁄ in the same way as before but using
the new A(ˆ) (we will call NL;NL⁄ the new L;L⁄ thus obtained), then
† ˆ is AC-EU ifi there is no ”iI 2 NL⁄ such that (2) holds,
† if ˆ is AC-EU then NL [NL⁄ is a complete set of generators for ˆ.
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Let us explain now how this •0 will be computed. First of all we have to deflne the
notion of \correspondence" between arguments of AC symbols.
Definition 3.5. Let + be an AC symbol and t; u be °attened terms t · +(t1; : : : ; tn)
and u · +(u1; : : : ; um). An AC-correspondence & : [1; : : : ; n]! [1; : : : ;m] between t and
u is a partial injective function such that
† for all i 2 Dom(&), ti and u&(i) are AC-uniflable and
† & is maximal, i.e., there is no & 0 : [1; : : : ; n] ! [1; : : : ;m] such that, for all i 2
Dom(& 0), ti and u&0(i) are AC-uniflable and jDom(& 0)j > jDom(&)j.
Example 3.3. Let F = ff; a;+g, where + is AC, f is a unary function and a is a
constant. Let t = y+a+a, u = f(z1)+f(z2)+f(z3)+a. There are six AC-correspondences
between t and u: three of them assign 2 to 4, and are not deflned on 3 (they difier only
in the image of 1, which can be 1, 2, or 3); the other three assign 3 to 4, and are not
deflned on 2 (again they difier in the image of 1, which can be 1, 2, or 3).
Note that all the AC-correspondences in the previous example have the same cardi-
nality. This is a general property:
Property 3.4. Given t, u, there exists n such that for all AC-correspondences & between
t and u, jDom(&)j = n.
Proof. By maximality of AC-correspondences. 2
We will flrst give the intuitive ideas that suggest how to compute •0, and then the
formal deflnitions. The following observation is essential: if in the disequation t 6= u
where t = +(t1; : : : ; tn), u = +(u1; : : : ; um) and + is an AC symbol, there is a ti without
a correspondent in u (for any correspondence between t and u), then there is a solution
of t 6= u. Moreover, also the disequations +(t1; : : : ; tn; ti) 6= u, +(t1; : : : ; tn; ti; ti) 6= u,
etc, have solutions. In other words, ti can be added an arbitrary number of times without
afiecting the solvability of the disequation. This can be seen in the Example 3.3: a can
be added an arbitrary number of times in t.
Intuitively, we want •0 to be big enough so that if for a substitution ” 2 NL (recall
that NL contains only generators of ˆ) some wkl” has an AC-symbol +ij with •0 + 1
arguments, then one of these arguments does not correspond with any of the arguments
of +ij in ukl. If this happens, the argument can be added an arbitrary number of times
in wkl” and the resulting substitutions are still generators of ˆ. Now the idea is that in
this case the only possible flnite representation of these solutions of ˆ is ”⁄, which has a
variable as an argument of +ij . Let us develop this idea.
We know that (2) is equivalent to
9 ~zIi ; 9~y :
_
k2K
‡ ^
l2Lk
°at(wkl‚Ii
·
=P °at(ukl))
and (1) is equivalent to
:(9~zi; 9~y :
_
k2K
‡ ^
l2Lk
°at(wkl‚i) =P °at(ukl))):
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Let us compare these formulae. If we have an equality with ‚Ii but not with ‚i it is
because some arguments of ukl which do not have a correspondent in wkl‚i are covered
by a variable in ‚Ii . In other words, there exists k 2 K such that for all l 2 Lk there
are permutations °at(wkl‚i), °at(ukl) of °at(wkl‚i), °at(ukl) respectively, such that all
non variable positions of °at(wkl‚i) coincide with those of °at(ukl) but there are some
remaining arguments under some AC symbols +ij (ij 2 I) without a correspondent.
The number nij of such arguments is computed as follows: if +ij is an AC symbol with
•+ 1 arguments that occurs at position q in °at(w‚i) and °at(ukl) (for all k; l such that
wkl · w), that is, °at(w‚i)jq · +ij (t1 : : : ; t•+1) and °at(ukl)jq · +ij (s1; : : : ; srkl), and
for any AC-correspondence & between °at(ukl)jq and °at(wkl‚i)jq, jDom(&)j = ckl, then
nij =
X
k;l s.t. wkl·w
rkl ¡ ckl:
Let Nij = nij ¡ jfwkl j wkl · wgj+ 1 and let N = maxi;jfNijg. We take •0 = •+N .
Example 3.4. Let us calculate •0 for the problem in Example 3:2. We have to consider
the set of substitutions:
ffw 7! P + Q + R + Sg j P;Q;R; S 2 fa; b; c; d; eg and P;Q;R; S are pairwise
difierentg = f‚1 : fw 7! a+ b+ c+dg, ‚2 : fw 7! a+ b+ c+ eg, ‚3 : fw 7! a+ c+d+ eg,
‚4 : fw 7! a+ b+ d+ eg, ‚5 : fw 7! b+ c+ d+ egg.
Each one of these substitutions has one AC symbol with •+ 1 arguments (recall that in
this example, wk · w and rk = 3 for all k). Now, for ‚1, c1 = c2 = c3 = c4 = 2 and
c5 = 1 then n11 = 6 and N11 = 6¡ 5 + 1 = 2. For ‚2, c1 = c2 = c3 = c5 = 2 and c4 = 1
then n21 = 6 and N21 = 2. In the same way, N31 = N41 = N51 = 2. Then N = 2 and
•0 = 5.
A detailed example of application of the algorithm is given in Section 3.5.
Let NL be the set of substitutions computed for ˆ by using •0 instead of •. By deflni-
tion, NL = f”1; : : : ; ”h0g such that for 1 • i • h0,
(3) T (F)==AC 6j= 9~zi; 9~y :
_
k2K
‡ ^
l2Lk
wkl”i = ukl
·
where ~zi = Var(Im(”i)).
Still we have to prove that NL [NL⁄ is a complete set of generators for ˆ when such
a set exists. The following properties of NL will be used in the proof.
Lemma 3.5. If ” 2 NL then proj•+1(”) 2 L.
Proof. By construction. 2
Lemma 3.6. If there is ” 2 NL such that an AC symbol occurs in Im(”) with •0 + 1
arguments then there is a solution of ˆ with •0 + 1 + i arguments for any i > 0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, if ” 2 NL then proj•+1(”) 2 L. Let us deflne ‚ · proj•+1(”).
Since ” 2 NL, by (3) there exists a variable w and an AC-symbol +ij with •0 + 1 argu-
ments in w” such that some arguments of uk1l1 ; : : : ; ukJ lJ (where wkili · w, J = jfwkl j
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wkl · wgj) which did not have a correspondent in w‚ still don’t have a correspondent in
w”. This situation is depicted in the following picture.
| {z } | {z }| {z }
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1. Arguments in w‚.
2. N more arguments.
3. Arguments with a correspondent in w‚.
4. Arguments without a correspondent in w‚ (at least one).
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Assume each ukili has mi more arguments with a correspondent in w” than in w‚. By
deflnition of nij , m1 + ¢ ¢ ¢ + mJ • nij ¡ J since in each ukili there is still an argument
without a correspondent [by (3)]. Also by deflnition, nij ¡ J • N ¡ 1. Hence, in the
worst case there is still an argument of +ij in w” which does not unify with any of
the arguments that were without a correspondent in the ukl’s. Then we can add this
argument an arbitrary number of times. 2
Now the idea is that either NL [NL⁄ is a complete set of generators of ˆ, or there is
no flnite complete set of generators for ˆ. In other words, the only flnite representation
of the inflnite solutions that are shown in the previous lemma is NL[NL⁄. Formally, we
will show that if this set is not correct, i.e. if some instances of substitutions in this set
are not solutions of ˆ, then there is no flnite set of generators for ˆ (ˆ is not AC-EU ).
First we deflne a set of substitutions that will be empty when ˆ is not AC-EU and
will be shown to be a complete set of generators in case such a set exists.
Definition 3.6. The set G of substitutions is deflned by cases:
† G = L [ L⁄ if there is no ‚ 2 L⁄ such that (2) holds.
† Otherwise, G = NL [NL⁄ if there is no ” 2 NL⁄ such that (2) holds.
† Otherwise, G = ;.
For instance, for the problem in Example 3.2, G = NL[NL⁄. In Section 3.5 we show an
example where G = ;.
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.3. ˆ is AC-EU if and only if G 6= ;. If
G = f‚1; : : : ; ‚ng 6= ; and
[
i
Var(Im(‚i)) = ~z then ˆ »AC
_
‚i2G
9~z :
^
wj2Dom(‚i)
wj = wj‚i:
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Proof. First we will prove that if G 6= ; then ˆ is AC-EU , and more precisely,
ˆ »AC
_
‚i2G
9~z :
^
wj2Dom(‚i)
wj = wj‚i
i.e. G is a complete set of AC-generators of ˆ when G 6= ;.
Correctness: We must show that for all ‚ 2 G and for all ground assignment „,
T (F)==AC 6j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚„ = ukl). By contradiction:
If
(⁄) T (F)==AC j= 9~y :
_
k2K
‡ ^
l2Lk
wkl‚„ = ukl
·
then, T (F)==AC j= 9Var(Im(‚)); 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ = ukl), then, by (1) and (3),
‚ 62 L and ‚ 62 NL. Thus, ‚ 2 L⁄, but (⁄) implies that (2) holds, which contradicts the
fact that G 6= ;.
Completeness: We must show that for any AC solution „ of ˆ there exists ‚ 2
G such that „ is an AC-instance of ‚. Let „ be a solution of ˆ: T (F)==AC 6j= 9~y :W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl„ = ukl). Let us deflne „
0 · proj•+1(„) in case G = L [ L⁄, and „0 ·
proj•0+1(„) in case G = NL [NL⁄.
1. If „0 · „ then there exists ‚ 2 L or ‚ 2 NL such that ‚ „AC „, because if
maxfdepth(t) j t 2 Im(„0)g • d then „ 2 L or „ 2 NL, and if maxfdepth(t) j
t 2 Im(„0)g > d then, by deflnition of S~w;A(ˆ); S~w;A0(ˆ), there exists ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ)
or ‚ 2 S~w;A0(ˆ) which coincides with „ till depth d¡ 1 and has variables at depth
d (i.e., ‚ „AC „), and T (F)==AC 6j= 9~y :
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ = ukl) (i.e., ‚ 2 G)
because if there exists µ such that
W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl‚ =AC uklµ), then, since „ = ‚fi,W
k2K(
V
l2Lkwkl„ = uklµfi).
2. If „ 6· „0, as a consequence of Lemma 3.5, „0 is also a solution, then, using 1., there
exists ‚ 2 L if G = L[L⁄ or ‚ 2 NL if G = NL[NL⁄, such that ‚ „AC „0. Then,
there is ‚⁄ 2 L⁄ or ‚⁄ 2 NL⁄ such that ‚⁄ „AC „.
Now it remains to prove that if G = ; then ˆ is not AC-EU . We will prove this by
contradiction. Assume G = ; and ˆ is AC-EU . Then, since AC-uniflcation is flnitary,
there exists a complete set ¡ = f°1; : : : ; °ng of generators of ˆ. Since G = ;, there is
‚I 2 L⁄ and ”I0 2 NL⁄ such that (2) holds. This implies that there exists a ground
assignment „0 such that
(4) 9~y :
_
k2K
‡ ^
l2Lk
wkl”
I0„0 =AC ukl
·
:
But if ”I
0 2 NL⁄ then ” 2 NL, that is, all the instances of ” are solutions of ˆ, in
particular ”„0. Besides, if ”I
0 2 NL⁄, Im(”) has an occurrence of an AC symbol with
•0 + 1 arguments and by Lemma 3.6, there is an argument of an AC symbol +j that we
can add n times for any n > 0 yielding always a solution, which we denote by (”„0)n.
Since ¡ is flnite, there exists °i such that inflnitely many (”„0)n are AC instances of
°i, that is, there are inflnitely many ‰n such that °i‰n =AC (”„0)n.
If +j occurs in wkl”,
wkl°i‰n =AC wkl(”„0)n
for inflnitely many n.
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We assume that all these substitutions are °attened, then for inflnitely many n:
°at(wkl°i‰n) =P °at(wkl(”„0)n):
Then, they can be made identical by permutations.
°at(wkl°i‰n) · °at(wkl(”„0)n):
Assume +j occurs at position p in °at(wkl(”„0)n). Then either 9q • p such that
wkl°ijq · x 2 X or wkl°i(p) = +j and 9q such that jqj = 1 and wkl°i(p:q) = x 2 X , and
x occurs only once in Im(°i) since we are adding arguments only to the +j occurring
at position p. Then, in both cases °i „AC ”I0„0. But ”I0„0 is not a solution of ˆ by (4).
This contradicts the fact that ¡ is a set of generators of ˆ. 2
As a consequence of Theorem 3.3 negation elimination is decidable for linear AC com-
plement problems. We can write the test stated in Theorem 3.3 as a transformation rule
to be added to REAC , see Figure 4. The system REAC [fTNEg is obviously terminating.
When applied to a linear AC complement problem P , it yields a positive formula equiv-
alent to P whenever such a formula exists, and a flnite disjunction of 8-simple formulae
equivalent to P in case P is not AC-EU .
Test for Negation Elimination (TNE)
(TNE) P · (9~w8~y :
^
k2K
‡ _
l2Lk
wkl 6= ukl
·
^ x1 = v1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vn) _ d
!
‡
9~w :
‡ _
‚i2G
9~z :
^
wj2Dom(‚i)
wj = wj‚i
·
^ x1 = v1 ^ : : : ^ xn = vn
·
_ d:
If P is irreducible by REAC and G 6= ;.
Figure 4. Negation elimination in 8-simple formulae.
3.5. a detailed example
In Section 3.4 we showed an example of a formula where negation can be eliminated
(Example 3.2). Let us show now a simple example of an AC complement problem where
negation cannot be eliminated.
Let F = fa; f;+g where + is AC and P · 8y : x 6= y+ a+ a. This problem is already
irreducible by REAC . It is a 8-simple formula (in fact it is the kernel of the 8-simple
formula 9w; 8y : w 6= y + a+ a ^ x = w), and it has solutions. The values of • and d are
3 and 2 respectively.
We now construct the test set:
A(P ) = f a;
f(a); f(f(z));
a+ a; a+ a+ a; a+ a+ a+ a;
f(z) + a; f(z) + a+ a; f(z) + a+ a+ a;
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f(z1) + f(z2); f(z1) + f(z2) + a; f(z1) + f(z2) + a+ a;
f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3); f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + a;
f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4)
g :
Note that in A(P ) we have not written the terms that are AC-instances of terms in
A(P ).
We do not write explicitly all the substitutions in Sx;A(P ), but only those in L:
L = f ‚1 = fx! ag
‚2 = fx! f(a)g
‚3 = fx! f(f(z))g
‚4 = fx! a+ ag
‚5 = fx! f(z) + ag
‚6 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2)g
‚7 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + ag
‚8 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3)g
‚9 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + ag
‚10 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4)g
g :
In Im(‚9) and Im(‚10) there are AC symbols with • + 1 arguments. Then we must
build L⁄:
L⁄ = f ‚19 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + a+ z5g
‚210 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4) + z6g
g :
Here, f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + a + z5 and y + a + a are AC-uniflable, and so are
f(z1) +f(z2) +f(z3) +f(z4) + z6 and y+a+a, but neither f(z1) +f(z2) +f(z3) +a and
y+a+a nor f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4) and y+a+a are. In the flrst case the number
n11 of arguments of y + a+ a without a correspondent in f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + a is 1,
and in the second case, the number n21 of arguments of y+a+a without a correspondent
in f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4) is 2. Then N11 = 1¡ 1 + 1 = 1 and N21 = 2¡ 1 + 1 = 2,
hence N = 2.
After constructing A0(P ) (with •0 = •+N = 5) and Sx;A0(P ) the substitutions in NL
are:
NL = f ”1 = fx! ag
”2 = fx! f(a)g
”3 = fx! f(f(z))g
”4 = fx! a+ ag
”5 = fx! f(z) + ag
”6 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2)g
”7 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + ag
”8 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3)g
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”9 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + ag
”10 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4)g
”11 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4) + ag
”12 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4) + f(z5)g
”13 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4) + f(z5) + ag
”14 = fx! f(z1) + f(z2) + f(z3) + f(z4) + f(z5) + f(z6)g
g :
In Im(”13) and Im(”14) there are AC symbols with •0 + 1 arguments. Then we must
build NL⁄. But when we add a new variable to x”13 and to x”14, they become AC-
uniflable with y + a + a. Then G = ;, which means that P is not AC-EU : negation
cannot be eliminated from P .
4. Extensions to Restricted Cases of Non-Linearity
The algorithms presented in the previous sections were proved correct, complete and
terminating for linear AC-complement problems. It is easy to see that the decision test for
satisflability fails to be complete if the problem is not linear. The aim of this section is to
advance towards a solution of the satisflability problem for AC-complement problems in
general. For this, we will express a non-linear AC-complement problems as a combination
of a linear problem with other equational formulas. Then, we will use the previous results
to deduce the restrictions we have to impose to the original non-linear problem in order
to obtain a combination whose solutions we can compute.
Let
C · 8~y : t 6= t1 ^ : : : ^ t 6= tn
be a non-linear AC-complement problem (without loss of generality we assume that for
all i 6= j, Var(ti) \ Var(tj) = ;), and let
L · 8~y0 : t 6= t01 ^ : : : ^ t 6= t0n
be the linearized version of C, that is, L is obtained from C by renaming its non-linear
universally quantifled variables in the following way: if yi 2 ~y occurs m times in ti 2 C
then we will rename the occurrences of yi by fresh variables y0i1; : : : ; y
0
im.
Example 4.1. Let F = fa; f;+g where a is a constant, f a unary function symbol, and
+ an AC symbol.
Let C = 8y : x1 + x1 + x2 6= y + y + a.
C has solutions: for instance, ¾ = fx1 7! a; x2 7! f(z)g is a generator. The linearized
version of C is
L = 8y1; y2 : x1 + x1 + x2 6= y1 + y2 + a
L is a linear complement problem (recall that free variables can be non-linear). Note
that ¾ is not a generator for L.
A flrst step towards our goal is to describe precisely the relation between the solutions
of L and the solutions of C. In fact, it is easy to see that the solutions of L are also
solutions of C, but C can have more solutions. We will have to \complete" L in order
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to obtain a formula with the same set of solutions as C. We will show this flrst for the
previous example: In order to recover the solutions of C in Example 4.1, it is enough to
consider
L0 = 8y1; y2 : x1 + x1 + x2 6= y1 + y2 + a _ y1 6= y2
then ¾ is a generator for L0.
In general, what we have to do is to replace each disequation
t 6= t0j
in L by the disjunction
t 6= t0j _
_
1•i•m
Yji
where y1; : : : ; ym are the universally quantifled variables of tj and y0ik are the variables
introduced by the linearization of yi, and
Yji =
_
y0
ih
6·y0
il
2~y0
i
y0ih 6= y0il:
This can be done in a very simple way if n = 1: in this case
C » 8~y0 : t 6= t0 _
_
1•i•m
Yi:
Now we will apply this technique to the general case. In the following, to abbreviate
the formulae, we will assume that the variables of t0j are y1; : : : ; ymj , and we will use the
notation _
1•i•jVar(t0
j
)j
Yji
to represent the disjunction of disequations of the form y0ih 6= y0il for all the pairs y0ih; y0il
of difierent variables introduced by the linearization of each variable yi in tj . In general:
C » 8~y0 : (t 6= t01 _
_
1•i•jVar(t01)j
Y1i) ^ : : : ^ (t 6= t0n _
_
1•i•jVar(t0n)j
Yni)
and using the distributivity laws of ^,_ we obtain
C » D · 8~y0 : (t 6= t01 ^ : : : ^ t 6= t0n) _
‡‡ _
1•i•jVar(t01)j
Y1i
·
^ t 6= t02 ^ : : : ^ t 6= t0n
·
_ : : :
_
‡‡ _
1•i•jVar(t01)j
Y1i
·
^ : : : ^
‡ _
1•i•jVar(t0n)j
Yni
··
:
The relation between the solutions of L and the solutions of C becomes explicit in D.
Since L is a linear AC-complement problem, its satisflability is decidable. Let S~w;A(ˆ)
be the test set for L (without loss of generality we can assume that L is a 8-simple formula,
because any linear complement problem is equivalent to a flnite disjunction of 8-simple
formulas by Theorem 3.1). If L has solutions then so has C, but the interesting case is
when C has solutions but L does not. In this case, by Theorem 3.2, for all ‚ 2 S~w;A(ˆ),
there exists an AC-matcher ¾ of t‚ = t01_ : : :_t‚ = t0n; that is, t‚ =AC t01¾_ : : :_t‚ =AC
t0n¾. Moreover, if we consider S
⁄
~w;A(ˆ) deflned as S~w;A(ˆ) but including also substitutions
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with a variable as (•+2)th argument ofAC symbols, it is still true that for all ‚ 2 S⁄~w;A(ˆ),
there exists an AC-matcher ¾ of t‚ = t01 _ : : : _ t‚ = t0n, that is,
(1) t‚ =AC t01¾ _ : : : _ t‚ =AC t0n¾
(this is because each variable appears at most once in the problem).
For 1 • j • n and ‚ 2 S⁄~w;A(ˆ), let Mj‚ = f¾i j i 2 Ij‚g be a minimal complete set of
AC-matchers of t‚ = t0j . It is easy to see that if L does not have solutions but C does,
then there is some ‚ 2 S⁄~w;A(ˆ) and a ground assignment „, such that for 1 • j • n,V
¾2Mj‚(
W
1•i•jVar(t0
j
)j(
W
y0
ih
6·y0
il
2~y0
i
y0ih¾„ 6=AC y0il¾„)). Formally:
Theorem 4.1. If C has a solution in T (F)==AC then either
† L has a solution, or
† there exists ‚ 2 S⁄~w;A(ˆ), such that
T (F)==AC j= 9~z :
^
1•j•n
^
¾2Mj‚
‡ _
1•i•jVar(t0
j
)j
‡ _
y0
ih
6·y0
il
2~y0
i
y0ih¾ 6= y0il¾
··
where ~z are the variables in Im(‚).
Proof. Assume that ” is a solution of C. By construction, there exists ‚ 2 S⁄~w;A(ˆ)
such that ” =AC ‚„, where „ is a ground assignment. Then, either ” is a solution of
L and we are flnished, or ” is not a solution of L and then by (1), there exist some j’s
(1 • j • n) such that T (F)==AC j= 9~y0 : t‚„ = t0j , and since ‚„ is a solution of C, for
all such j,
V
¾2Mj‚(
W
1•i•jVar(t0
j
)j(
W
y0
ih
6·y0
il
2~y0
i
y0ih¾„ 6=AC y0il¾„)). This proves that for all
1 • j • n, t‚„ =AC t0j¾„ implies
V
¾2Mj‚(
W
1•i•jVar(t0
j
)j(
W
y0
ih
6·y0
il
2~y0
i
y0ih¾„ 6=AC y0il¾„)),
and this proves the thesis. 2
But the converse is not true: if there exist ‚ 2 S⁄~w;A(ˆ) and a ground assignment „ such
that for 1 • j • n, V¾2Mj‚(W1•i•jVar(t0j)j(Wy0ih 6·y0il2~y0i y0ih¾„ 6=AC y0il¾„)), it may be the
case that ‚„ is not a solution of C. For instance, consider the problem C · 8~y : x1 +x2 6=
y+y, in the signature F = fa;+g where a is a constant and + is an AC function symbol.
In this case ‚ can only have a variable as fourth argument of +. Let us denote by n:a
the term a + ¢ ¢ ¢ + a where a appears n times. Let ‚ = fx1 7! 3:a + x3; x2 7! 3:a + x4g
and „ any ground assignment such that x3„ = a, and x4„ = 9:a. An analysis of the
AC-matchers of the problem 6:a+ x3 + x4 = y01 + y
0
2 shows that „ satisfles the condition
of Theorem 4.1, however „ is not a solution of C.
The problem is that there are, in general, other ground assignments „0 such that
t‚„ =AC t‚„0 and some of these „0 may not satisfy the required condition (in the previous
example, if we take „0 = fx3 7! 5:a; x4 7! 5:ag then (x1 + x2)‚„0 =AC (x1 + x2)‚„, and
„0 does not satisfy the condition).
To avoid this problem we will strengthen the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.
A non-linear AC-complement problem C · t 6= t1 ^ : : : ^ t 6= tn will be called safe
if no variable occurs as an argument of an AC-operator in t1; : : : ; tn (i.e. variables can
appear inside the arguments of AC-operators, but not directly below an AC-operator).
We will prove in the following that the converse of Theorem 4.1 holds for safe non-linear
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problems. This will provide a necessary and su–cient condition for the satisflability of
this class of non-linear AC-complement problems.
Lemma 4.1. Let C and L be as above, and assume C is safe and L does not have solu-
tions. If there exist ‚ 2 S⁄~w;A(ˆ) and a ground assignment „ such that for 1 • j • n,V
¾2Mj‚(
W
1•i•jVar(t0
j
)j(
W
y0
ih
6·y0
il
2~y0
i
y0ih¾„ 6=AC y0il¾„)), then for all ground assignment „0
such that t‚„ =AC t‚„0, and for 1 • j • n,
V
¾2Mj‚(
W
1•i•jVar(t0
j
)j(
W
y0
ih
6·y0
il
2~y0
i
y0ih¾„
0
6=AC y0il¾„0)).
Proof. By hypothesis, there exist tj and ¾ such that t‚ =AC t0j¾ (because L does not
have solutions). Then,
(2) t0j¾„ =AC t‚„ =AC t‚„
0 =AC t0j¾„
0:
Now, by Property 3.3, °at(t0j¾) =P °at(°at(t
0
j) °at(¾)), but since C is safe, °at(t0j¾) =P
°at(t0j) °at(¾). Then, by (2), °at(t
0
j) °at(¾„
0) =P °at(t0j) °at(¾„).
Hence, since t0j does not have variables as arguments of AC symbols, the latter equality
implies that for all y0, °at(y0¾„0) =P °at(y0¾„) and this implies that ¾„ =AC ¾„0 on the
variables ~y0. 2
Theorem 4.2. Let C be a safe AC-complement problem. C has a solution in T (F)==AC
if and only if
† L has a solution, or
† there exists ‚ 2 S⁄~w;A(ˆ), such that
T (F)==AC j= 9~z :
^
1•j•n
^
¾2Mj‚
‡ _
1•i•jVar(t0
j
)j
‡ _
y0
ih
6·y0
il
2~y0
i
y0ih¾ 6= y0il¾
··
where ~z are the variables in Im(‚).
Proof. Consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.1. 2
Corollary 4.1. Satisflability of non-linear safe AC-complement problems is decidable.
Other classes of non-linear AC-complement problems whose satisflability is decidable
are described by Kounalis et al. (1991) and Lugiez and Moysset (1993): the class of
problems where the signature contains only one AC-operator and constants, and the
class of problems where all the occurrences of a non-linear variable are under the same
node, respectively.
Unfortunately, the three classes of non-linear problems for which satisflability is known
to be decidable do not cover all possible non-linear AC-complement problems. The de-
cidability of AC-complement problems in general still remains an open problem.
However, the case of safe complement problems is equivalent to the general case if the
domain is deflned by constructors: with this extra-hypothesis, if a variable x occurs as an
argument of an AC symbol in a ti, we can replace t 6= ti with t 6= tifx 7! c1(~z1)g^: : :^t 6=
tifx 7! cn(~zn)g in C (assuming that c1; : : : ; cn are the constructors and ~z1; : : : ; ~zn are fresh
variables that will be universally quantifled). In this way we obtain an equivalent safe
problem.
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5. Generalization
The most interesting generalization of the previous results, the non-linear case, is still
open. But our decision algorithms for validity and negation elimination in linear AC
complement problems generalize easily to a wider class of formulae in §2: the 8-linear
formulae. These are formulae
9~w; 8~y : t1 6= t01 ^ : : : ^ tn 6= t0n
where t01; : : : ; t
0
n do not contain existentially quantifled variables and each universally
quantifled variable occurs only once.
REAC is correct and terminating for 8-linear formulae. Moreover, the irreducible
forms are again 8-simple formulae. This means that we can use for 8-linear formulae
in T (F)==AC the same decision tests presented for AC complement problems.
Theorem 5.1. Validity and negation elimination are decidable for 8-linear formulae in
T (F)==AC .
The decomposition of the problem into a simpliflcation phase (using transformation
rules) followed by a decision test over irreducible forms, allows us to generalize easily the
results to a wider class of formulae that have the same irreducible forms. This is another
advantage of the formalism we have chosen.
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A. Appendix
We recall here the AC-uniflcation described by Fages (1987). Let P · s1 = t1 ^ : : : ^
sn = tn be a uniflcation problem. The function call unicompound([s1; : : : ; sn]; [t1; : : : ; tn];
†;Var(P )) where † is the identity substitution returns a CSUAC(P ).
In order to describe the algorithm we use Fages’s notation: Dom(¾) [ Var(Im(¾)) is
denoted by V (¾), terms are denoted by capital letters M;N; : : : and for two terms M
and N , Var(M)[Var(N) is denoted by V (M;N). For a sequence ~M = [M1; : : : ;Mn] of
terms, the set of variables
S
1•i•n Var(Mi) is denoted by V ( ~M). F 0 denotes the subset
of AC-function symbols in F . The sequence of top-level arguments of M is denoted by
~M , and if the root symbol of M is in F 0 then ~MAC is the sequence of AC arguments
of M , that is the sequence of arguments obtained after elimination of parenthesis on the
root symbol.
unicompound([M1; : : : ;Mn]; [N1; : : : ; Nn]; ¾0;W0) =
f¾njVar( ~M; ~N) j 9‰1; : : : ; ‰n; ¾1; : : : ; ¾n 2 §; 9W1; : : : ;Wn ‰ X ;
for 1 • i • n, ‰i 2 uniAC(Mi¾i¡1; Ni¾i¡1;Wi),
¾i = ¾i¡1‰i,
Wi = (W0 [
S
1•j•i¡1V (‰j))¡ V (Mi¾i¡1; Ni¾i¡1)g
uniAC(M;N;W ) =
if M 2 X then if M = N then return f†g
else if M occurs in N then return ;
else return ffM 7! Ngg
else if N 2 X then if N occurs in M then return ;
else return ffN 7!Mgg
else let f( ~M) ·M and g( ~N) · N ,
if f 6· g then return ;
else if f 62 F 0 then return unicompound( ~M; ~N; †;W [ V (M;N)) (*)
else return
S
(A;B)2dio(M;N;W ) unicompound( ~A0; ~B0; ¾;W [ V (M;N) [ V (¾))
(**)
where (¾; ~A0; ~B0) = elimvar( ~A; ~B)
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elimvar([A1; : : : ; Ap]; [B1; : : : ; Bp]) =
let ¾ = fAi 7! Bi j 1 • i • p and Ai 2 Xg,
let ~A0 = [Ai j 1 • i • p and Ai 62 X ]
let ~B0 = [Bi j 1 • i • p and Ai 62 X ]
return(¾; ~A0; ~B0)
dio(M;N;W ) =
let ( ~A;~c; ~c0) be the triple composed of the sequence ~A of distinct arguments in
~MAC and ~NAC after elimination of common arguments pair by pair,
and of sequences ~c and ~c0 of their coe–cients of multiplicity (~c, ~c0
determine the associated Diophantine equation to solve in N+).
return ftrans(Dpq; ~A;W ) j Dpq 2 partit(dioph(~c; ~c0); ~A)g,
where dioph(~c; ~c0) denotes the matrix of solutions over N of the Diophantine equation
with coe–cients ~c; ~c0 and partit(dioph(~c; ~c0); ~A) denotes the set of all submatrices such
that each column has at least one non-zero coe–cient and each column corresponding
to one non-variable argument has exactly one coe–cient equal to 1 and all the others
are 0. Let MX , NX be the terms M and N where non-variable arguments ui, vi of MAC ,
NAC have been replaced by new difierent variables xi, yi. The function trans calculates
for each element of Dpq a solution „ of the equation MX = NX and then makes all
possible replacements of variables by terms in the set of equations xi„ = ui and yi„ = vi
obtaining a set E of equations. It returns a pair (A;B) of lists, where the elements of A
are the left members in E and the variable arguments of MAC , NAC , and the elements
of B are the right members of E and the image in „ of each variable argument of MAC ,
NAC .
